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1. INTRODUCTION, DEFINITION, AND NOTATION 
In this paper R is a Noetherian local ring of prime characteristic p, m its 
maximal ideal, and k its residue field. Let f: R + R(x H xP) be the 
Frobenius homomorphism. For an R-module M the R-module M,,, is 
A4 as an additive group with the scalar multiplication given by 
rOm=f”(r)m=rP”m for rER, REM. F; denotes the nth Frobenius 
functor, i.e., F”,(M) = MOR R,,, for each R-module M, where the 
R-module structure of F”,(M) is given by Y(M @ s) = m @ (rs) for r, s E R, 
m E M. For basic properties of these functors see [2, 5, and 91. Remember 
that the functors (n)~ (m) resp. F;“Ro Fz and (n + m) resp. Fi+“’ are 
isomorphic. The length of an R-module M is denoted by &(M), its Krull 
dimension by dim M or dim, M, and its projective dimension by pd, M. 
The ith homology of a complex M. will be written as Hi(M.); the support 
supp M. of M. is the set of all p E Spec R such that M. OR R, is not exact. A 
complex M. is called bounded if and only if Mi # 0 for only a finite number 
of iE Z. For a bounded complex M. with homology modules of finite length 
the Euler characteristic x(M.) = CieZ (- l)‘&(Hi(M.)) is defined. 
The following theorem based on arguments of Dutta [2] and Monsky 
[8] is the key to our results: 
THEOREM. Assume R, I ) is a .finite R-module and let a = [k: kP]. Suppose 
that j is an integer, that V is a famiIy offinite R-modules with dimension <j, 
and that g is a function from %? to the integers, such that the following holds: 
If 0 -+ M’ -+ M--f M” -+ 0 is an exact sequence of R-modules, then 
(a) ME% ifand only $M’E% and M”E%. 
(b) g(M) < g( M’) + g( M”), with equality, if the sequence splits. 
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Then we have the following conclusions: 
(I) IfMeW, then M(,,E%? for ail no N 
(2) For each ME % there is a real number c(M) such that 
a-“g(M,,,) = c(M) p@ + O(pCj-‘)“) j>r all n E Ni; 
/to-thermore c(M) is an additive function of M on exact sequences. 
(3) If g itself is additive on exact sequences, then Jbr any ME %? the 
function a-“g(M(,,) is a polynomial in p” of the form 
aP”g(MC,,)=b,+b,p”+ ... +b,pj” with bkE Q (k=O, . . . . j). 
First we will prove this theorem, and then we will apply it to various 
special situations. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Note that for any p E Spec R the degree of k(p) over k(p)” is apdimR@ [7, 
Prop. 2.31. 
Now we prove assertion (1) of the theorem. There is a filtration 
O=M,cM,c ... cM,=M (1) 
of M with M,JMliP, z R/p,, where pk E Spec R (k = 1, ~.‘, t) [I, Chap. IV, 
Section 1, Theorem 11. Hence we have exact sequences 
O+M,-, -+ Mk -+ R/p, -+ 0, (k = 1, . . . . t). 
Since (n) is an exact functor, using assumption (a) of the theorem, we 
may suppose that M= R/p with some p E Spec R. Then we have exact 
sequences 0+ M,,, + (M,,- Il) &ilrn .I, + Q,,- r) + 0 (n > 1). This shows that 
M,,) E 9 for all n E N. 
Assertions (2) and (3) of the theorem will be proved by induction on j. 
The case j Q - 1 is trivial, so let us assumej> 0. Let %* be the family of all 
ME V with dim M< j- 1 and let g* be the restriction of g to %*. Then 
assumptions (a) and (b) are satisfied for (%Z*, g*) and by induction the 
theorem is true for (%‘*, g*). 
Now we will prove assertion (3). Since the functor (n) is exact and 
g is additive, we can assume as above that M= R/p with p E Spec R. 
Furthermore we may suppose that dim M= j, because the theorem 
holds for (%?*, g*). Then we have for all n > 1 exact sequences 
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0 + (M,,,- l))clp’ --+ M,,, + Q;, ~ 1) -+ 0 with Q’ E %?*. By induction, there are 
rational numbers bO, . . . . b,- I such that 
j-l 
+dQ;,,)= c brp” (&EN). 
r=O 
Set h(n) = u-l C;=; (p’-p’)-’ . b, .p’“. Then h(n)-p%(n- l)= 
u-1 ‘jT+; brpr(+ = u -“g(Q;,- i)). Since g is additive this is just 
a-“g(M(,))-p’u-‘“-l)g(M(,,-,)). It follows easily that uF’g(Mc,)) and 
Iz(jz) differ by a constant multiple of pjh. Taking n = 0 we find that the 
constant is rational, proving assertion (3). 
Now let us prove assertion (2) of the theorem. By induction the 
statement holds with c(M) = 0 for ME%‘*. If M= R/p with p E Spec R 
and dim M = j, then we obtain for all n E N exact sequences 
0 + M(,+ i) + MT:; -+ Q(,,, + 0 and 0 + Ma;; -+ M,,, ,) + Q;,, + 0 where Q 
and Q’ are in %*. Then @gWd -dM,,+ l) ) ~dQ(n)j and 
AM (,+l,)-up'g(M(,))dg(Q;,)). Therefore lupjg(M,,,))-g(M(,+,,)I Q 
c . unpCi- 1)~ with a real constant C. We abbreviate (u”pj”)-’ g(M(,,) by c, 
(~EIV). We have Ic,-~~+~I~C.(upj)-‘p~” and therefore (c,),,~ is a 
Cauchy sequence. Put c(M) := lim,, _ gj c, . Then 
IcW--A= f cc+1 -cc < f C-(ffp’)yp-QD.p-” 
E=n C=n 
With some DE [w and 
a-“g(M(,))= c,,p’“= c(M)p’“+ O(p”+““). 
Up to now the function MI-+ c(M) is defined for all elements of %? which 
lie in $?* or are of the form R/p (p E Spec R, dim R/p = j). For ME %?* we 
have c(M) = 0. 
If M is an arbitrary element of v;’ and if we make the agreement hat 
cc .O = 0, then the number c(M) = C, E AssM fRk,( MP) . c( R/p) is well-defined, 
because R/p E %? and c(R/p) = 0, if tyR,( MP) = co. Thus we have extended the 
function M-+ c(M) to all of V. It is clear that this function is additive on 
short exact sequences. We shall need in a moment the formula 
u’p’” . c(M) = c( M,,,) (SE N). (2) 
To prove this formula one may suppose that M = R/p with p E Spec( R), 
because both sides are additive on short exact sequences. Furthermore one 
can assume dim M= j, otherwise both sides vanish. Using an exact 
sequence 0 + Map’ -+ M (i) + Q’+O with Q’E%* the formula follows by 
induction. 
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For an arbitrary element ME V, choosing a filtration (1) we conclude 
from what was shown above that 
a-“g(M(,,) < c(M)p’” + O(p (i- l)n 1 (3) 
using again that c is additive on short exact sequences. 
To get the opposite inequality suppose first that A4 is p-coprimary for 
some p E Spec R. Then R/p is an element of %? and M,,, is also p-coprimary 
for all SE N. Replacing M by M,Sj for large s and using (2) we may assume 
that pM= 0. As a torsion-free R/p-module M can be embedded in 
IV= (R/p)’ with cokernel in W*, where I’ is the torsion-free rank of M over 
R/p. Using assumption (b) of the theorem we obtain 
and, since c(N) = c(M), we have (3) with the equality sign in this case. 
In the general case the primary decomposition theorem shows that M 
can be embedded in a product N= nj= I Ni of coprimary modules NI, each 
of which is a homomorphic image of M, so that the cokernel of the 
embedding is in %*. Using property (b), of g one finds again 
apng(M(,,,) 3 a-“g(N,,,j - O(p’j- l)n) 
= c a~“g((N;)(,,-O(p”-l’“) 
i=l 
= C c(Ni)pj~~ +qp’j- I)nf 
i= I 
= c(N)p’” + O(p’j- L)n). 
As c(N) = c(M) we obtain the desired lower bound, and the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
Remark 1. It is well known that the rational numbers b, (k = 0, ~=~, j) 
figuring in assertion (3) of the theorem are uniquely determined by the 
function g and the module M. In fact, for any function g: N --+ @ consider 
the formal power series 
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In case g is of the form 
g(n)= i bkpk” (b, E C, k = 0, . . . . j) 
k=O 
we have 
G= i b,(l-pkX)-’ 
k=O 
and bk is uniquely determined by g, since -bk .ppk is the residue of the 
function G at the point ppk. 
Remark 2. If S is an R-algebra and M, N are two R-modules, then 
there are natural isomorphisms 
and 
for all n, s E f+J. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Suppose L. is a complex of finite free R-modules with Lj = 0 for i < 0. Let 
‘3, denote the class of all finite R-modules P such that the complex 
L. $3, P has homology of finite length. 
LEMMA. If P # 0 is a finite R-module, then L. is exact if and onIy if 
L. OR P is exact. 
Proof: If L. is exact, then it splits, and hence L. OR P is exact. Suppose 
now that L. OR P is exact. Let di: Li -+ Lip 1 denote the differentiation in L. 
and let Ki = ker di (in Z). We show by induction on i that L. is exact at Li. 
For i < 0 this is trivial. Assume that i > 0 and L. is exact at L,, for n < i. 
Then L. is of the form 
. . . 
+Li+2+Li+l -Ki@Ki-,+Ki~,@Ki-,+ ‘.. 
and the exactness of L. OR P shows that Li + 1 OR P -+ Ki OR P is surjective. 
Then (Li+,@,k)@k(P@Rk)-+(Kj@Rk)@k(P@Rk) is surjective also. 
By Nakayama, POR k is a nonzero vector space over k, hence 
Li, i OR k + KjOR k is surjective, and again by Nakayama Li, 1 + Ki is 
surjective, what we wanted to show. 
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COROLLARY 1. For a finite R-module P we have P E ‘;r, if and only </‘ 
suppPnsuppL.c{m}. 
ProoJ: If supp P n supp L. c {m >, then L. OR P clearly has homology 
of finite length. Conversely, if this is the case, consider p E supp P\, (m j. 
Then (L.0. P)p E (L.oR R,)BRp P, is exact. The lemma shows that 
L. QR R, is exact, too; hence p $ supp L.. 
COROLLARY 2. (a) Given an exact sequence 0 -+ N’ --s N -+ N” -+ 0 ?f 
R-modules, we have NE %= if and only if N’ E %L and N” E 9TL . 
(b) gL, c gFncL., for ill n E fV. 
Proof (a) follows from Corollary 1 and the formula supp N= 
supp N’ v supp N”. 
(b) is a consequence of the fact that if L. B)R R, (p E Spec R) is exact, 
then F”,D(L. OR RP) = F”,(L.) OR R, is exact as well. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) For each NE +T?~ and any i E Z we have 
c!~(R(H~(F~(L.)@~N))=c~~~~~~~~+O(~(~~~’~~)~) with some c~E[IB. 
(b) Zf 0 + N’ -+ N -+ N” -+ 0 is an exact sequence kr:ith N’, NY 
N” E %?L , then for all i E Z 
(c) Zf L. is a bounded complex, then for any NE %L and all n E k4 
xU%(L.)O, NJ = c b,pk” 
k=O 
with certain 6, E U2 (k = 0, . . . . dim N). 
Proof. We can assume that R is complete with perfect residue field, 
because there is a faithfully flat local ring homomorphism R + R# into 
a Noetherian local ring R# having these properties [S, p. 461 such 
that dim,+(POR R#) =dim, P for each finite R-module P and 
&(P@, R#) = e,(P), if P has finite length. Then R(,, is a finite R-module 
and [k: kJ’] = 1. 
Let %’ be the family of all P E %?L with dim P d dim N. From Corollary 2 
it is easily seen that condition (a) of the theorem is satisfied for %2. Clearly 
NE 59. To prove assertions (a) and (b) of Proposition 1 we fix an i E N and 
Put 
g(P) =4CtHitL. OR f7j for PEV. 
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Then assumption (b) of the theorem holds for g. Since the residue field of R 
is perfect, we have &(P,nj) = e,(P) for any R-module P of finite length and 
any n E N. For any P E %? using Remark 2 we have 
dP(n,) = e,(ffi(L. OR P,?l,)) 
= 47CHitF>lL.) QR p)(n))) 
= 4C((Hi(Fi(L.) QR p))(n)) 
= 47WAWL.)QR P)). 
Therefore assertions (1) and (2) of the theorem imply parts (a) and (b) of 
the proposition. 
In order to prove statement (c) of Proposition 1 we put 
g(P) = x(L. OR P) for P E ‘4?. Then g is additive on short exact sequences. 
Using arguments as above the claim follows from assertion (3) of the 
theorem. 
Remark 3. In case L. is bounded with homology of finite length, Szpiro 
[ll, Cor. p. 891 has observed that lim, _ m ppndim R~(F”,(L.)) exists, 
provided a local Riemann-Roth theorem holds for R. In this case one has 
an explicit geometric interpretation of the limit. Fulton [3, 18.3.12, p. 3631 
has proved a local Riemann-Roth theorem for geometric local rings. 
In the following three corollaries let L. always be bounded. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R(,, be a finite R-module. Then for d E N the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) x(L. QR N) = 0 for all NE gL, with dim N < d 
(b) x(F”,(L.)@, N)=x(L.OR N).pd” for all NE%=, with dim NQd 
and all n E N. 
ProoJ: (a)+(b) Observing that both sides of the formula in (b) are 
additive on short exact sequences we may assume that N= R/p with 
p E Spec R. Let a = [k: kP], then &( P,,,,) = a”LY,(P) for any R-module P of 
finite length. If dim N < d, then dim N,,, < d, and by (a) 
If dim N = d, choose an exact sequence 0 + N,, + ,) + N$ + Q,,, --f 0 
(n E fV) with dim Q < dim N. Then 
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and the assertion follows by induction on n. 
(b) -+ (a) For NE??~ with t = dim N< d Proposition 1 shows that 
x(F;(L.) OR N) = O(p’“).’ We conclude from (b), that x(L. OR N) = 0. 
COROLLARY 4. Le? Ril, be a finite R-module. If L, has homology offinite 
length and x( L. QR N) = 0 jbr all NE gL with dim N < dim R, then 
X(F:(L.))=X(L.)p”‘dimRfor all nEf+J. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose R,,, is a finite R-module, R is a regular local 
ringandd=dimR-dim(suppL.). TllenlI(F”,(L.)ORN)=X(L.ORN).pd” 
for all N&gi and all nE N. 
Prooj For NE VL we know that supp L. n supp N c {m) by the first 
corollary to the lemma. It follows that C,(Tor,(H,(L.), N)) < KJ for all i, j. 
By [ 10, V, Theorem 11, since R is regular, this implies 
(a) dim N G dim R - dim Hj( L.) for all j, hence dim N < d. 
(b) CF=“,” (- l)i &(Tor,(Hj(L.), N) = O1 if dim N< d. 
From the convergent spectral sequence Tor, ( Hi (L. ), N) = Hi + j (L. 63 N) 
it follows (see [4, Or,,, 11.10.3 J that 
;(L.@R N)=C (-l)i’i&(Tori(Hj(L~), N) 
i, i 
=C i-l)‘? i-l)ifR(TOri(Hj(L.), N)). 
i 
From (b) we conclude that x(L. OR N) = 0, if dim N < d. Therefore the 
claim follows from Corollary 3. 
Now let M be a finite R-module and let L. be a resolution of M with 
finite free R-modules. If pd, M< 03, we always assume that L. is bounded; 
in this case F”,(L.) is a free resolution of F”,(M), as follows easily from [9, 
Theorem 1.7, p. 551. In the general case we have H,(F>(L.)@, P)z 
F;;(M)@. P, and in the case pd,M< ~cj we have Hi(F”,(L.)QRP)z 
Tori(F;(M), P) for all i E N and all R-modules P. 
Let %?.M be the class of all finite R-modules P such that the length of 
MBR P is hnite. Then by Corollary 3 of the lemma it is clear that VL = VM 
and &(Torj(F”,(M), P) < co for all iE N and each PE%‘~. Therefore,‘using 
Proposition 1, we obtain 
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PROPOSITION 2. (a) For any NE gM, t’,(F”,(M)@. N) = c .pn.dim N + 
qp’d’” N- l)n) ,,& some c E Iw. Moreover c = 0 if and only if A4 = 0 or N = 0; 
otherwise c > 1. 
(a’) If 0 + N’ + N -+ N” + 0 is an exact sequence with N’, N, 
N” E qM, then &(F>(M) OR N) -&(F>(M) OR N’) - &(F>(M) OR N”) = 
O(P 
(dimN- 1)n 
1. 
(b) Zf pd, MC co, then for any NEWT and any iE iV, &(Tori 
(F”,(M), N)) = ci. p’z.dim N + O(P(~‘” N-‘)n) with some tie [w. 
(b’) Ifpd, M< oo, and if0 + N’ -+ N-i N” -+ 0 is an exact sequence 
with N’, N, N” E GT?~, then for all iEN, 40% VW0 W - 
&(Tori(F;(M), N’)) - &(Tori(F”,(M), N”)) = O(pCdim N-l!n). 
(c) Ifpd,M<oo, thenfor each NEWMandaIlnEN 
dim R dim N 
iTo (-l)i&(TOri(F~(M), NJ)= C bkPkn 
k=O 
with certain b, E Q (k = 0, . . . . dim N). 
Prooj It only remains to be shown that c = 0 if and only if M = 0 or 
N = 0. Clearly, if A4 = 0 or N = 0, then c = 0. Now suppose that A4 # 0 and 
N # 0. Since (a’) is already proved, we can assume that N = R/p with 
p l Spec R. Then F”,(M)@. R/p = F”,,,,(M@, R/p) and MOR R/p is an 
R/p-module of finite length, different from zero. It suflices therefore 
to show: If P#O is an R-module of finite length and b, = 
tR(F;(P)) -P-“~~“’ R, then b, >, 1 for all n E N. For the proof consider a 
surjection P -+ R/m. Then /,(F;(P)) > LYR(F>(R/m)) and the claim follows 
from [6, Prop. 3.21. 
Remark 4. Proposition 2 generalizes results of Monsky and Dutta. 
Monsky [S, Theorem 1.8, p. 461 showed that for an m-primary ideal I of R 
and any finite R-module N, c$(F”,(R/Z)@,N)=~,.~“~‘“~+ 
qpWm R- l)n) with some real number b, 20. Dutta [2, Prop., p. 4281 
proved for a module A4 of finite projective dimension and NE G$ZM the 
formula Cp20R (- 1)’ e,(Tori(F”,(M), N)) = d, Spn.dim N + O(p(&‘” N- l)‘), 
where d, E Q. Furthermore, if dim M + dim N< dim R, he introduced a 
new intersection multiplicity xoo(M, N) = lim, _ rx? p-‘” . Cy!oR (- 1)’ 
LR(Tori(F;(M), N)), where t = dim R - dim M. In case dim A4 + dim N 
= dim R the number xm(M, N) is the coefficient of p” dim N in the polyno- 
mial cf:oN b, pk” of Proposition 2(c) and x~(M, N) =O, if dim M+ 
dim N < dim R. 
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